
Decoration hanger with FIMOAir
Instructions No. 2740
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 3 Hours

These decorative hangers are a varied decoration for every season. You can hang the deco hangers individually on the wall in the children's
room or in front of a window in the living room. The modern shapes and colors make the simple pendants a real decoration highlight.

How to make your own trendy boho pendants
Print out our template and cut out the motifs in it. 

Before you can work with the modeling clay, knead it well. This will soften the
mass and make it easier to roll out. 

Next, you just need to place the previously cut out motif templates on the
mass and transfer them. You can do this by carefully scoring the edges with
a hobby scalpel. 

Simply cut out the motifs with the hobby scalpel. 

The holes are created by piercing the mass with a bamboo skewer. Tip:
Leave the skewers in the holes during the drying time and turn them in
between so that they do not stick to the mass. 

The edges and surfaces can now be smoothed with a little water. 

The motifs must then harden - the drying time is approx. 24 hours.

Pendant decorate
After drying, if there are still any unevennesses on the pendants, you can carefully sandpaper them. The
finished modeled motifs can now be decorated as desired. Use different colors and yarns according to
your personal preferences. We have additionally used stamps and wooden balls for the perfect look in
our idea.

Article number Article name Qty
19643 VBS Craft paint set "Pastel poetry" 1
510882-01 Modeling clay "FIMOair", 500 gWhite 1
12004 Wooden ringsØ 47 mm, 10 piece 1
543415 Stamp set "ABC & Numbers" 1

Article information:



361965 Warp yarn "Natural white", 200 m 1
11796 VBS Wooden balls drilled "Ø 20 mm"10 pieces 1
11783 VBS Wooden balls drilled "Ø 15 mm"10 pieces 1
17299 Anchor Crafty fineColour 00108 1
17303 Anchor Crafty fineColour 00115 1
511483 FIMO Acrylic Scooters 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
517003 Sandpaper, set of 6 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
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